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President’s Message
Three years ago when Cindy Wesney told me serving on the ALA Board was a five
year commitment, my jaw dropped. Becky Von Ohlen then told me “Paul, you will
be President before you know it.” Becky could not have been more correct. The past
three years have flown by, and it has been a lot of fun. If you are ever asked to
serve on the Board or a Committee, please accept. You won’t regret it.

Chapter President
Laura Carpenter

First, I want to thank the current Board and committee members for all of their hard
work. I am proud to serve with them all and excited to start implementing our
plans for the upcoming year. As always, continual feedback from Chapter members
is most appreciated and instrumental to the success of our Chapter. Please let us
know what you think and what we can do better.

Chapter President
Paul Boyd

Also, I want to thank Laura Carpenter, our Immediate Past President, for all her
contributions over the years. She will continue to serve on the Board and lead the
Past President’s Council. The insight this group brings to the Chapter is very helpful, and they continue to
coordinate our half day educational seminars.
Karen Scurlock has planned the next seminar for Wednesday, April 28th from 1:00 to 4:00 p.m. at The
Columbus Bar Association. A cocktail reception will immediately follow the seminar. This year’s topic is
“Social Media: Networking or Not Working.” We will explore the marketing, legal and technology aspects
of social networking. Our presenters are Artie Isaac (co-founder, Speaker Site), Joelle Khouzam, Esq.
(Carlile, Patchen & Murphy) and Sam Shipley (Chief Information Officer, Ulmer & Berne LLP).
Lastly, ALA’s 39th Annual Conference is May 3-6 in Boston, Massachusetts. There is still time to sign up
and attend. You will find the link on the Columbus Chapter website www.alacolumbus.org.

Paul

ALA April Anniversaries:
Marv Jackson
Robin Ruf
Debbie Russell

7 years
17 years
6 years
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20—Tuesday—12:00 PM
PLEASE NOTE: DATE CHANGE
Monthly Chapter Meeting
Columbus Renaissance
What is Cloud Computing
Tim Hooks, Director of Information
Technology, Chester Willcox & Saxbe
RSVP to Cara Tammaro at
ctammaro@keglerbrown.com
21—Wednesday—2:00 PM
ALA Webinar
Sponsored by Columbus Chapter,
Hosted by Chester, Willcox & Saxbe
Administrator’s Role as Coach in a
Multi-Generational Workplace
Camille Grabowski and Judith
Hissong, Speakers
RSVP to Paul Boyd at
pboyd@cwslaw.com
27—Tuesday—12:00 PM
Chapter Board Meeting
Chester, Willcox & Saxbe
28—Wednesday—1:00 PM
Chapter Half-Day Seminar
Columbus Bar Association
Social Media: Networking or
Not Working
Artie Isaac (SpeakerSite), Joelle
Khouzam, Esq., (Carlile, Patchen
& Murphy), and Sam Shipley
(Ulmer & Berne), Speakers
RSVP to Jennifer Johnson at
jjohnson@cwslaw.com
See enclosed flyer for more details

JUNE 2010
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3-6
ALA Annual Conference &
Exposition
John B. Hynes Veterans Memorial
Convention Center
Boston, Massachusetts
13—Thursday—12:00 PM
Small Firm Forum
Columbus Bar Association
RSVP to Janie Jude-Askew at
jjude-askew@lblaw.net
19—Wednesday—12:00 PM
Monthly Chapter Meeting
Columbus Renaissance
Diversity: Project Mentor
Rachel Getzinger and Kristen Nelson,
Big Brothers & Big Sisters of
Central Ohio, Speakers
RSVP to Cara Tammaro at
ctammaro@keglerbrown.com
19—Wednesday—2:00 PM
ALA Webinar
The Social Networking Revolution
Ross Fishman, CEO, Fishman
Marketing, Speaker
25—Tuesday—12:00 PM
Chapter Board Meeting
Chester, Willcox & Saxbe
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14-16
ALA Essential Competencies for
Legal Administrators
Grand Hyatt, Denver, CO
16—Wednesday—12:00 PM
Monthly Chapter Meeting
Columbus Renaissance
ALA Conference Recaps
Conference Attendees, Speakers
Meeting Sponsored by Silver Business
Partner Meridian Managed
Technologies
RSVP to Cara Tammaro at
ctammaro@keglerbrown.com
16—Wednesday—2:00 PM
ALA Webinar
The Keys to Develop and Implement
the Firm’s Dreaded Strategic Plan
John Remsen, Jr., President,
TheRemsenGroup, Speaker
25-27
ALA Chapter Leadership Institute
Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, NV
29—Tuesday—12:00 PM
Chapter Board Meeting
Chester, Willcox & Saxbe
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F

irms make the preliminary decision to
consider merging their firms together,
which is typically done by the senior
partners of both firms. Complimentary
business practices and corporate culture are
most likely what attract the two firms to each
other, knowing that each firm may offer either
a service or a level of expertise that the other
does not have or could enhance. The sharing
of intimate firm details embarks on a financial
level, and both firms’ clients are checked for
possible conflict situations. Many refer to
mergers as a marriage and, in that respect this
stage would be considered the dating stage.

One of the biggest factors heavily weighed is firm culture. This is
important because if the cultures are not compatible the merger is
doomed to fail. So, facts surrounding firm cultures are explored, such as
attitude, philosophies and objectives; benefits are exchanged among
partners; long-term goals are shared and the joint entity is envisioned.
This is typically when it is determined if there will be a surviving entity
(whereby one firm is actually acquired by the other), or if the two firms
are giving birth to an entirely new entity (whereby there is actually a
new firm formed). In either case, the process of permanently tying the
knot is about to happen and the busiest time for management is about to
begin.
The two merging firms obviously have the very specific goal in mind of
increasing business (revenue) with reduction in costs. The two largest
cost factors, as we all know, are real estate and personnel costs. Real
estate costs are more likely to be committed in either property
purchased or in leases, and are not normally “reducible” in the first
stages of a merger (unless one of the firms elects to dissolve). Personnel
costs should immediately be reviewed and analyzed. Undoubtedly,
there are duplicative positions when looking at both firms together.
Does the new size of the final firm warrant keeping duplicative
positions? Most likely not. Therefore, the toughest and first task to
undertake is the merging of the people.
Reprinted with permission from
the Jer-Z-Journal, the
newsletter published by the
New Jersey Chapter of the
Association of Legal
Administrators,
Fall/Winter 2009

All the due diligence is done, the merger agreement has been signed (if
applicable) and a merger date has been selected; steps need to be taken.
It is important to be sensitive to the fact that employees in both firms are
experiencing anxiety and confusion as to the direction of the new entity.
So the faster you can communicate information, the better everyone will
be.

Tying the Knot, continued on Page 7
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Tying the Knot, continued from Page 6
1. Internal Announcements
Employees in both firms should be notified by their senior partners (management) of the details of
the merger, the benefits surrounding the reasons for the merger and what the anticipated end result will
be. This announcement should be filled with excitement; after all, this decision was made in the firm’s best
interest and, therefore, in the best interest of everyone. There are different ways to announce the
information. Whether it is by personal letter to the home address or memo to all employees, the quicker
the merger is disclosed (prior to going public) the better both firms will be. For example, in one instance,
the managing partner sent a personal letter to every employee advising of a pending merger with another
firm and outlined the anticipated benefits. It can be very disheartening to an employee to find out this
news simultaneously when the rest of the world is finding out. However, in your communication to your
employees, be very careful not to overstate or understate the situation. If jobs might be lost due to the
merger, there is no reason to sugarcoat it from the beginning. Clearly indicating that “changes will be
taking place and as soon as those changes have been decided, the information will be shared, and the firm
is considering severance packages for anyone who may be impacted” is better received and communicates
to employees that there will be no surprises. If the merger results in a relocation, keep in mind that you
may naturally lose employees who do not wish to move to the new location.
2. Integrating Financial Operations, Technology and Management
The financial and technological areas of both firms need to assess their compatibility and take the
steps necessary to become integrated smoothly and quickly. This requires coordination among the
technology gurus and management. Quite frequently, this responsibility falls under the firm
administrator. If different financial systems are involved, a team should be put together to determine
which system makes the most business sense to continue to maintain, and a timetable should be put
together along with a course of action on the blending of the financial data.
There is a goal to inspire teamwork among both groups, which commonly is difficult to establish.
The better these groups blend, the faster and more efficiently the technology and financial operations for
the merged firm are created. It is recommended that both sides meet frequently and have social time to get
to know each other and begin thinking of each other as co-workers. The more they feel like a team, the
better this part of the merging goes and the more likely the remainder of the merger efficiently proceeds.
3. Workforce Planning: The People
Everyone needs to feel like they belong to the new entity. And it is important that this gets
addressed very quickly. A good investment here is, at the outset, providing all employees with a
“welcome” token from the new firm. A tee shirt, briefcase or mug with the new firm’s logo is a very nice
gesture. A note from HR or the Administrator welcoming each employee is an excellent touch as well.
Whether the firm is physically joining together at one location or if the firm is keeping multiple locations, a
staffing needs analysis should be conducted that analyzes positions and responsibilities.
If there is going to be elimination of positions, that should be determined as quickly as possible,
affording employees the most time possible to seek opportunities elsewhere. Predetermine a time period
that you will allow for employees to seek other employment. This actually works better than letting
Tying the Knot, continued on Page 12
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New Officers Inducted for 2010-11 Chapter Year
The election of officers for the next ALA Columbus Chapter year, which will run April 1, 2010, through
March 31, 2011, occurred at the March Chapter meeting. Congratulations to the new board members:
Paul Boyd—President
Jennifer Johnson—Vice-President
Cara Tammaro—Treasurer
Doyle Rausch—Secretary
Also serving on the board in non-elected positions are Jack Green, Vice President of Membership, Rob
Sander, Vice President of Vendor Relations, and Cindy Wesney, Vice President of Communications.

NEW MEMBERS
The Columbus Chapter welcomes the following new members:
Kelly Coholich

Business Intake, Conflict & Records Manager
Schottenstein, Zox & Dunn
250 West Street
Columbus, OH 43215
Telephone: 614.462.2306
Fax: 614.232.6845
E-mail: kcoholich@szd.com

Phyllis A. Manifold

Administrative Manager
Downes Fishel Hass Kim LLP
400 S. Fifth St., Suite 200
Columbus, OH 43215
Telephone: 614.221.1216
Fax: 614.221.8769
E-mail: pmanifold@downesfishel.com
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Wednesday, March 17, 2010

Chapter Meeting Minutes
Present: Donna Bean, Paul Boyd, Laura Carpenter, Bill Clark, Diane Cook, Camille DeLozier, Timothy
Eckenrode, Marty Eisenbarth, Jack Green, Becky Hartman, Randy Headley CLM, Beth Hoeft, Jennifer
Johnson, Janie Jude-Askew, Karrianne Davis-Mumper, Steve Odum, Doyle Rausch, Rob Sander, Karen
Scurlock, Cara Tammaro, Becky Von Ohlen, Cindy Wesney, Larry Wiesman, Jason Womack, Jennifer
Young. Meeting Sponsors: Aspen Staffing's Janet Hannaway and Teresa Shuler
Laura Carpenter opened the meeting and welcomed everyone in attendance.
Laura Carpenter introduced our guests and meeting sponsors, Janet Hannaway and Teresa Shuler of
Aspen Staffing.
Laura Carpenter requested a motion to approve the January meeting minutes. Marty Eisenbarth motioned
to approve and Karrianne Mumper seconded the motion. Minutes approved.
Laura Carpenter made the following announcements:

 May 3 - 6, 2010 is the ALA Annual Conference and Exposition in Boston, MA. Please let Laura
know if you are attending. The chapter typically plans a dinner for the Columbus attendees.

 The chapter is providing a scholarship to one of our members to cover conference registration
costs. The drawing includes members who have attended at least six chapter meetings in the
previous calendar year. Teresa Shuler of Aspen Staffing assisted by drawing a name out of a hat.
The winner of the scholarship is Randy Headley.

 The 2nd drawing of the day is for a $50 gift card for attending today's meeting. Janet Hannaway of
Aspen Staffing assisted by drawing a name out of a hat. The winner was Beth Hoeft.

 Laura reminded everyone that the half-day seminar is scheduled for April 28th. The topic is social
networking and we have three great speakers lined up for the presentation.
Karen Scurlock announced the slate of officers for the 2010 - 2011 election. Karen introduced the
candidates and asked them to stand. They are Paul Boyd for President, Jennifer Johnson for Vice President,
Cara Tammaro for Treasurer and Doyle Rausch for Secretary. Karen conducted the vote and the slate was
approved. Karen also recognized the non-elected members of the board Cindy Wesney, Vice President of
Communications, Jack D. Green, Vice President of Membership and Robert E. Sander, Vice President of
Business Partner Relations.
Paul Boyd announced that in lieu of a speaker, today's meeting will be done in a Town Hall format.
Respectfully submitted,
Cara Tammaro, Secretary

Columbus Chapter News
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Wednesday, March 17, 2010

Town Hall Meeting Recap
Paul Boyd opened the town hall meeting by explaining that the
intent was to provide a Q & A session for the purpose of sharing
information among and obtaining feedback from the members.
Paul Boyd presented the option of doing the speaker evaluations
electronically. We agreed that we would try it and see if the
number of responses was affected by the change.
Cara Tammaro requested feedback on the meeting location and lunch menus (buffet vs. plated). The
Renaissance is centrally located but suggestions are welcome. There was a mixed reaction to the meal
selections. Members agreed that a mix between buffet and plated would be preferred.
Marty Eisenbarth discussed the Web site. We are working to make the Web site more user-friendly. It will
also be used for monthly registration for the meetings.
Jennifer Johnson asked for ideas on speakers and speaker topics. She would like to hear from membership
so we're bringing in those speakers that the members most want to hear. We do have some guidelines
outlined by national but are always open to suggestions. Marty Eisenbarth suggested that we not forget
our own members can be used as resources. Many are experts on topics that interest most, if not all
members. It was also mentioned that the April meeting has been moved to April 20th from April 21st due
to Administrative Professional Day conflicts.
Rob Sander provided an overview of the business partner program, stressing their importance to our
association. The business partner program funds such things as the lunches, seminars, and scholarships.
A suggestion was made that we allow partners to attend the annual golf outing. Rob, who co-chairs the
golf committee, explained that the business partners especially like the outing because it gives them an
opportunity to mingle with our members in a social setting. We should all make sure that the vendors we
use are aware of our business partner program. Rob also spoke about the business partner advisory
committee which will be made up of business partners and members. The purpose of the committee is to
make sure we are meeting the needs of the business partners.
Jack Green talked about membership and the desire to do more to make new members welcome. The first
function was an after hours gathering that was well received. The second is a lunch scheduled for Friday,
March 26th. We hope that these functions give the new members an opportunity to meet the board
members in a smaller group setting, as well as allow the board an opportunity to provide information or
answer questions about the chapter. Laura Carpenter encouraged all new members to become involved
in a committee, stating that is one of the best ways to meet people.
Laura Carpenter announced to the members that the chapter was once again awarded the Platinum
Presidents’ Award of Excellence. She thanked everyone for their effort in obtaining this distinction.
Respectfully submitted,
Cara Tammaro, Secretary
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Quote of the Month
First a howling blizzard woke us,
Then the rain came down to soak us,
And now before the eye can focus Crocus.
~Lilja Rogers

April 2010
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Tying the Knot, continued from Page 7
employees go immediately and providing a severance package. Employees have a better chance of
obtaining other employment while still employed, and the host firm still has the benefit of utilizing the
employee during this time period.
Always eliminate the position and not the person. For example, you do not need two benefits
managers, so you are eliminating the second “benefits manager” position. It is highly recommended to
leave the decision of who stays at the hands of the host firm. It is also highly recommended that this occur
as quickly as possible for the following reasons:
♦
♦

♦

Employees have more transition time out of the firm, giving ample opportunity to find
employment while still employed;
The employees remaining will know that the firm has no immediate intention of eliminating
their position. If the need arises, employees will be provided with time to seek other
employment; and
You have already begun the arduous task of cutting personnel costs.

There should occur among management a discussion about each entity’s culture and expectation as
far as staffing needs are concerned, and a compromise that might fit everyone’s agenda for the next year or
so. For example, if the ratio for attorneys to secretaries is 4:1 in one firm and 2:1 in the second firm, an
overall average goal for the second firm of 3:1 may be a reasonable step to take.
Meetings should be held with employees by the surviving management frequently to answer any
questions. If possible, having employees welcome each other can be effective as well. They can share
what their firm means to them, what they like and dislike about the changes taking place. Even if you can
get them to complain together, they are beginning to blend and join as one.
Always remember that people go through a transition period. This is the period of “adaption” that
acknowledges the changes taking place. As we all know, most people do not take change well. Every time
you encounter resistance to the changes, acknowledge that everyone is going through transition and
adapting to change. Everyone will get the message that their feelings are normal and common. Moreover,
this helps employees accept the changes faster.
4. Integrating Firm Benefits
A comparison of benefits between the two firms should take place rather early in the merger. Be
sensitive to the fact that employees see benefits as their property. It is best to enter this area with the
approach that no one will lose anything. Evaluate the plans and if determined that a benefit must go since
it is not in the best interest of the new merger, replace it with something else. For example, one firm offers
employees the ability to transfer unused PTO time to be used during unpaid leave absences only. This
may not be a feasible benefit once the two firms join together. If it becomes apparent that the benefit must
be eliminated, be prepared to offer something in its place, such as paying out the PTO. As long as the
decisions made can be interpreted by the employees as fair, changes in the benefits will be accepted.

Tying the Knot, concluded on Page 13
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Legal Career Update
The Legal Career Development Committee distributed surveys to the law
firms who participated in the Student Internship Program. We were pleased to
learn that most firms had a very positive experience and we appreciated the
suggestions to improve the program next year.
Congratulations to D.J. Elmore, who won the Keyboard Incentive Contest for
March. D.J. has improved her speed throughout the year and typed 61wpm
with less than 8 errors. There are several students still working on their skills
to win the $50 prize.

Student D.J. Elmore with
Committee Chair Mo Keifer

We are winding down the activities for the academic year, with just two more
keyboard contests in April and May. The committee will meet again in late
May/early June to review the previous year and make plans for the 2010/2011
academic year. Please contact Mo Keifer at mkeifer@splaws.com if you would
like further information about this committee.

Submitted by Mo Keifer,
Legal Career Development Committee Chair

Tying the Knot, continued from Page 11
5. Morale Events and Management Exposure
After all the decisions are made and the firms have physically merged, it is very advisable to plan
morale events. If employees are all in one location, socials such as pizza parties and/or ice cream socials
are encouraged several times during at least the first year. If there are different locations and the new firm
can spare the cost, it would be advisable to bring the firms together as often as possible over the next year:
a firm picnic, holiday gathering, fall social, etc. The more effort expended on getting the two firms to
socialize, the less reminiscing of former firms occurs.
Management that remains in the firm should spend as much time as they can with the part of the
new firm that does not know them. Not only is this good for the managers’ professional development, but
the employees will feel important and begin to relate to the new management of the firm.

Doreen Marino is the Manager of Human Resources of
McElroy Deutsch Mulvaney & Carpenter
in Morristown
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Small Firm Forum
Please join Becky Hartman and me for the Small Firm Administrators Idea Exchange on May 13, 2010.
We will be discussing whatever comes to mind! Come exchange ideas with us about circumstances
encountered at your Firm, vendors who are wonderful or not and many other situations that occur to all
of us on a daily basis. We want to get to know our fellow ALA members and this is the forum that will
allow an open exchange of ideas for whoever would like to come! Bring your lunch and drink, I am sure
we can round up dessert but this is your chance to actually get to talk to your peers up close and
personal.
Both the May and August meetings will be held at the Columbus Bar Association, and I look forward to
seeing all of you there!
Submitted by Janie Jude-Askew,
Small Firm Committee Co-Chair
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THANK YOU

to Platinum Business Partner
LexisNexis for providing a scholarship for chapter
member Randy Headley to attend the ALA
Educational Conference in Boston May 3-6, 2010.

2010 COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS SURVEY

Watch your mail for the 2010 Compensation and Benefits Survey questionnaire that was to mail on
March 29. The deadline for participating in the survey is May 10. Survey questionnaires must be
completed (in hard copy or online) and postmarked by that date in order to be counted. You can log on
to the ALA Web site at www.alanet.org and click on the link from the home page for further
instructions. We strongly encourage you to participate in this salary survey.

ALA INTRODUCES THE NEW LEGAL MARKETPLACE

All new from the ground up, the ALA Legal Marketplace is your connection to a world of products and
services designed to make your life easier, and your firm more successful.
Whether you are looking for copiers or coffee, software or soap, executive portraits or printers, the new
ALA Legal Marketplace is designed and engineered to save you time and effort. The Legal Marketplace
is:






Fully text searchable
Efficient
Easy to use
Accessible 24 hours a day.

ALA’s business partners are looking forward to serving your needs — day or night. The ALA Legal
Marketplace, the Right Choice — Right Now!

MAKE AN EXTRAORDINARY CHOICE
Success sometimes comes down to the choices we make. This is your opportunity to make your firm
extraordinary — a place where people want to work and clients want to do business. Stand out from
the crowd with the ALA bestseller, The Extraordinary Law Firm: Making Your Firm a Great Place to
Work. For law firms of all sizes, this book draws upon 12 real world case studies that will help you
transform your firm from ordinary to extraordinary. Purchase your copy at the ALA Bookstore today!
ALA Members only $45. Nonmembers $55.
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Tuesday, April 20, 2010

April Chapter Meeting Preview
Please note that our April meeting date has been changed to Tuesday, April 20,
to accommodate plans your firm might have for Administrative Professionals Day

What is Cloud Computing?
Tim Hooks, Director of Information Technology,
Chester, Willcox & Saxbe LLP, Speaker
A 20,000 foot overview — what it is and what you need to know about this very current technology topic
that is relevant for firms of all sizes, especially smaller firms challenged with limited IT resources and the
high cost of servers and other hardware. Tim Hooks, Director of Information Technology at Chester,
Willcox & Saxbe LLP, will lead an open discussion regarding how cloud computing might help your
organization and answer questions such as: What is the impact on your clients? Does it change how you
handle discovery? Does it change your business continuity plan? Join us on Tuesday, April 20, at 12:00
p.m. at the Columbus Renaissance, 50 N. Third Street, to find out! Please RSVP to Cara Tammaro,
ctammaro@keglerbrown.com, by Friday, April 16, 2010.

Community Service Opportunity
During the months of March through June, your firm can host an Operation Feed
Campaign to benefit the Mid-Ohio Foodbank. Operation Feed is a community-wide
food and funds drive held each spring, where hundreds of employees volunteer to
organize food drives in their workplaces to ensure that no one in central and eastern
Ohio has to face hunger. Operation Feed helps stock the shelves of hundreds of
food pantries, soup kitchens and emergency shelters. The Mid-Ohio FoodBank
distributes over 31 million pounds of food each year.
For more information or to register your company, go to http://www.midohiofoodbank.org. The
Columbus Bar Association is also encouraging law firms to help again this year. If you don’t want to run
a campaign at your firm but would still like to help feed the less fortunate in central Ohio, you can do so
by going to the Mid-Ohio Foodbank’s Web site, clicking Companies and Associations, find the
Columbus Bar group, and donate online ($10 minimum for online donations).♦
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Chapter Hosts Luncheon for New Members
Over the past two years the Columbus Chapter has had the good fortune to welcome about a dozen
new members to the organization. Cognizant of the fact that our agenda-filled monthly chapter
meetings often do not allow adequate time for meaningful conversations with new members, the Board
engaged in discussion last Fall regarding how to better welcome new people into the chapter. It was
decided that an informal social gathering held specifically for new members was the way to go.
In November we invited our newest members to an after-work cocktail hour at the Renaissance. New
members in attendance were Larry Wiesman, Gail Tibbals, Beth Hoeft, Bill Clark and Doyle Rausch.
Laura Carpenter, Paul Boyd, Cara Tammaro and I represented the Board. We talked about the benefits
of membership in the ALA, but more importantly we got to know each other a little better as we
shared information about ourselves, the jobs that we do, and the firms where we work.
There were several members who could not attend the evening event, so we decided to hold a second
event in March during a lunch hour. On Friday March, 26th, Laura Carpenter hosted lunch at Roetzel
and Andress for new members Donna Bean, Camille DeLozier, Tim Eckenrode and Beth Hoeft. Doyle
Rausch attended in the dual role of new member and Secretary-Elect of the chapter. Karen Scurlock,
Paul Boyd, Laura and I were there to represent the Board. I think I speak for all when I say it was fun
and informative. With less time pressure and no specific agenda, we were able to have an open
discussion about our daily job responsibilities and the challenges of working in law firms. Those of us
who have been in the ALA for a while were able to relate how networking with our ALA peers has
helped each of us meet those challenges. We also told some stories about the experiences and fun we
have had as members of the chapter.
These were both good events and I think they accomplished our goal of providing our newest
members with a better understanding of what our local ALA chapter is all about. We plan to continue
to hold these types of events as we welcome new members to the chapter.
Submitted by Jack D. Green,
Vice President of Membership

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
We value your comments/suggestions and even your submissions. After all, this is your Newsletter! If
you would like to write a Letter to the Editor, make a suggestion that would enhance the newsletter, or
would be willing to write an article for the newsletter (either about a committee event or an educational
topic that would be of interest to our members), please e-mail Cindy Wesney, Newsletter Editor at:
cwesney@bakerlaw.com
Your input would be greatly appreciated!
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2010-11 Columbus Chapter Board

April 2010

EDITORIAL POLICY

Vice President
Chester, Willcox & Saxbe
614.334.6199
jjohnson@cwslaw.com

The Columbus Chapter News is published
monthly for the education and benefit of
legal administrators. It is not published
for the purpose of rendering legal,
accounting, or other professional services
or advice. Nothing contained in this
newsletter should be construed as legal,
accounting, or other professional services
or advice. Reprint of articles contained in
this newsletter requires the written
permission of the Editor of the Columbus
Chapter News.

CARA TAMMARO

ALA MISSION STATEMENT

PAUL D. BOYD
President
Chester, Willcox & Saxbe
614.334.6153
pboyd@cwslaw.com

JENNIFER L. JOHNSON

Treasurer
Kegler, Brown, Hill & Ritter
614.462.5467
ctammaro@keglerbrown.com

DOYLE E. RAUSCH
Secretary
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey LLP
614.365.2888
drausch@ssd.com

LAURA CARPENTER
Immediate Past President
Roetzel & Andress
614.723.2014
lcarpenter@ralaw.com

JACK D. GREEN
Vice President of Membership
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey LLP
614.365.2749
jgreen@ssd.com

CYNTHIA L. WESNEY
Vice President of Communications
Baker & Hostetler LLP
614.462.4742
cwesney@bakerlaw.com

ROBERT E. SANDER
Vice President of Business Partner Relations
Wiles, Boyle, Burkholder
& Bringardner Co., L.P.A.
614.221.5216
rsander@wileslaw.com

The Association of Legal Administrators’
(ALA) mission is to promote and
enhance the competence and
professionalism of all members of the
management team; improve the quality
of management in law firms and other
legal services organizations; and
represent professional legal management
and managers to the legal community
and to the community at large.

COLUMBUS CHAPTER, ALA
MISSION STATEMENT
The Columbus Chapter, Association of
Legal Administrators, provides
educational and networking
opportunities to administrators with
varied legal backgrounds in the Central
Ohio area. We are committed to
increasing awareness and building
relationships, upholding the integrity of
our profession, giving back to our
community, contributing to the ongoing
training of our membership, and
supporting one another in our chosen
careers.
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Committee/Event Chairs
Community Service

Partners’ Event

Sonja Kondas, Co-Chair ........................614.224.5205
Peck, Shaffer & Williams
skondas@peckshaffer.com
Cara Tammaro, Co-Chair...................... 614.462-5467
Kegler, Brown, Hill & Ritter
ctammaro@keglerbrown.com

Laura Carpenter, Chair.......................... 614.723.2014
Roetzel & Andress
lcarpenter@ralaw.com

Diversity Initiatives
Elizabeth K. Wetherby, Chair ..............614.227.8840
Bricker & Eckler LLP
ewetherby@bricker.com

Golf Outing
Paul D. Boyd, Co-Chair..........................614.334.6153
Chester Willcox & Saxbe LLP
pboyd@cwslaw.com
Jennifer L. Johnson, Co-Chair..............614.334.6199
Chester Willcox & Saxbe LLP
jjohnson@cwslaw.com
Lori L. Muetzel, Co-Chair......................614.628.0822
Carlile Patchen & Murphy LLP
llm@cpmlaw.com
Robert E. Sander, Co-Chair...................614.221.5216
Wiles, Boyle, Burkholder & Bringardner Co., L.P.A.
rsander@wileslaw.com

Legal Career Development
Mo Keifer, Chair......................................614.444.3036
Saia & Piatt , Inc.
mkeifer@splaws.com

Membership/Mentoring
Jack D. Green, Chair...............................614.365.2749
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey LLP
jgreen@ssd.com

Past Presidents’ Council
Laura Carpenter, Chair.......................... 614.723.2014
Roetzel & Andress
lcarpenter@ralaw.com

Public Relations
Karrianne Mumper, Co-Chair.............. 614.223.9321
Benesch, Friedlander, Coplan & Aronoff
kmumper@bfca.com
Doyle E. Rausch, Co-Chair ................... 614.365.2888
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey LLP
drausch@ssd.com

Region 3 Representative
Randall P. Headley, CLM, Chair ........ 614.229.3256
Bailey Cavalieri LLC
randy.headley@baileycavalieri.com

Salary Survey
Jack D. Green, Chair .............................. 614.365.2749
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey LLP
jgreen@ssd.com

Small Firm Administrators
Becky Hartman, Co-Chair ..................... 614.221.2220
Shayne Nichols LLC
becky@cmhlegal.com
Janie Jude-Askew, Co-Chair ................ 614.464.3563
Loveland and Brosius, LLC
jjude-askew@lblaw.net

Web site/Online Membership Directory

Newsletter
Cynthia L. Wesney, Chair .....................614.462.4742
Baker & Hostetler LLP
cwesney@bakerlaw.com

Marty Eisenbarth, Chair ....................... 614.227.8888
Bricker & Eckler LLP
meisenbarth@bricker.com
Rick Anderson, Webmaster
randerson@bricker.com

Thank You! to Williams Lea for printing the
Columbus Chapter News. For more information about
Williams Lea, call Ian McCullough at (614) 462-2619
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Photos from the March Chapter Meeting

Becky Von Ohlen (Ulmer & Berne) and
Beth Hoeft (Downes Fishel Haas Kim LLP)

Vice President of Business Partner Relations Rob Sander
with lunch sponsors Teresa Shuler and Janet Hannaway
from Gold Business Partner Aspen Staffing Services

Rob Sander (Wiles, Boyle, Burkholder & Bringardner),
Karri Mumper (Benesch, Freidlander, Coplan & Aronoff),
and Bill Clark (Slowik & Robinson)

Camille DeLozier (Connor Evans & Hafenstein), Donna Bean
(Luper, Neidenthal & Logan), Janie Jude-Askew (Loveland &
Brosius), and Jennifer Young (Kegler Brown Hill & Ritter)
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REGISTER NOW!
Columbus Chapter Half‐Day Seminar
“Social Media: Networking or Not Working”
Speakers: Artie Isaac, SpeakerSite,
Joelle Khouzam, Esq., Carlile Patchen & Murphy
and Sam Shipley, Ulmer & Berne

Wednesday, April 28, 2010
Seminar: 1:00—4:00 p.m.
Cocktail reception: 4:00—5:30 p.m.
The Columbus Bar Association
175 S. Third Street, Columbus, OH 43215

This seminar is sponsored by the Columbus
Chapter, Association of Legal Administrators
$25 for ALA members; $40 for non‐members;
no charge for Chapter business partners
See the enclosed flier for registration information

Columbus Chapter Member Change Form
If any of your information changes, please complete this form in its entirety and e-mail or fax to:
Cynthia L. Wesney, Newsletter Editor, Baker & Hostetler LLP,
E-mail: cwesney@bakerlaw.com, or Fax: 614.462.2616
and
Cara Tammaro, Treasurer, Kegler, Brown, Hill & Ritter,
E-mail: ctammaro@keglerbrown.com, or Fax: 614.462.2634
Name: ______________________________________________________________________________
Title:

______________________________________________________________________________

Firm: _______________________________________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ______________________________________________________________________
Telephone Number: ___________________________ Facsimile: _____________________________
E-mail: _____________________________________ Number of Attorneys: ____________________

CHAPTER MEETING RESERVATION FORM
LUNCHEON MEETING
Tuesday, April 20, 12:00 PM—DATE CHANGE
The Columbus, a Renaissance Hotel
50 N.Third Street, Columbus, OH 43215

TOPIC: “What is Cloud Computing?”
Tim Hooks, Director of Information Technology,
Chester,Willcox & Saxbe LLP, Speaker
Menu: Mexican Theme Buffet, including 7 Layer Salad, Ground Beef
Tacos, Chicken Fajitas, Mexican Rice, Black Beans, and Churros for Dessert

Please e-mail your RSVP to Cara Tammaro at ctammaro@keglerbrown.com
no later than Friday, April 16, 2010
$20 per person. Please make checks payable to
Columbus Chapter, ALA

ALA Anniversary Month: If this is your ALA Anniversary month, you may attend the meeting as the chapter’s
guest. No payment will be required. If your anniversary falls in a month when the chapter meeting is sponsored by a
vendor, or in a month when there is no meeting, you can use your “free” month for a later meeting.
Parking: If your firm is located outside a one-mile radius from the meeting location and your firm will not reimburse
you, the Columbus Chapter will pay for your parking at the Columbus Renaissance. See Cara Tammaro at the
beginning of the meeting to obtain a parking voucher.
No-Shows: If you RSVP and are then are unable to attend the chapter meeting, payment will still be required.

